1. Schedule ahead—make definite appointments, if possible, and call to confirm.

2. Consider coming as a preventive measure, even if you have been maintaining your progress.

3. Prepare before you come. Decide what would be helpful to discuss, including:
   
a. What has gone well for you?

   b. What problems arose? How did you handle them? Was there a better way of handling them?

   c. What problem(s) could arise between this booster session and your next booster session? Imagine the problem in detail. What automatic thoughts might you have? What beliefs might be activated? How will you deal with the automatic thoughts/beliefs? How will you problem-solve?

   d. What cognitive behavior therapy work did you do? What cognitive behavior therapy work would you like to do between now and the next booster session? What automatic thoughts might get in the way of doing the cognitive behavior therapy work? How will you answer these thoughts?

   e. What further goals do you have for yourself? How will you achieve them? How can the things you learned in cognitive behavior therapy help?
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